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Introduction 
From the theory of Clifford algebras one obtains two nonequivalent real spin represen- 
tations, Ai : Spin(8k) --~ SO(24k-1), i = 1,2, for k >_ 1. The vector representation is 
by definition the universal covering homomorphism A0 : Spin(8k) -+ SO(Sk) determined 
up to an automorphism of SO(Sk). The center of Spin(Sk) is Z2 @ Z2 which has three 
elements of order two, wo,wl,w2, such that wi generates the kernel of Ai for i = 0, 1,2. 
Any automorphism of Spin(Sk) that is induced by an outer automorphism of SO(8k) fixes 
A0 and interchanges A1 and A2. If k = 1, then each Ai maps Spin(8) onto SO(8) hence 
each Ai may be viewed as a covering homomorphism. ~5arthermore, the group of auto- 
morphisms of Spin(8) modulo the subgroup of inner automorphisms is isomorphic to $3, 
the permutation group of {0, 1, 2}, and permutes the Ai as can be seen from the Dynkin 
diagram of SO(8). In this case, for each permutation ijk of 012 there is an embedding 
Spin(8) ~-~ SO(8) x SO(8) x SO(8) 
defined by the correspondence f ~-~ (Ai(f),  Aj(f) ,  Ak(f)),@ e Spin(8). This statement is
essentially the principle of triality. In particular, if A = Ai (~) then the pair (Aj (f), A k (f)) 
is determined by A up to sign. One can formulate the principle of triality using only the 
correspondence 
A ~ (Aj(~), Ak(~)) 
and Cayley's octonion algebra without introducing Spin(8), as was done by t~. Caftan. 
The theory of triality then bears close resemblance to the theory of spinors in four dimen- 
sions developed using the quaternions. Such a treatment would lead to the independent 
construction of Spin(8). The purpose of this paper is to give an exposition of this point 
of view. Our treatment is elementary in the sense that it does not make use of the Lie 
algebra of SO(8) or the Clifford algebra of N s. 
In [5] Cartan established the principle of triality for SO(8), which principle he stated as 
follows: Given an element A of SO(8) then there exist elements B and C of SO(8), unique 
up to sign, such that for any two Cayley numbers x and y in N s, A(x)B(y) = C(xy) 
where A(z) denotes the action of A on the vector x and A(x)B(y) denotes the product of 
the Cayley numbers A(x) and B(y). The passage from A to B is induced by an explicit 
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outer automorphism of order 3 of the Lie algebra so(8) of SO(8) and the passage from 
A to C is induced by an explicit outer automorphism of order 2 of 8o(8). These outer 
automorphisms leave fixed each element of the Lie subalgebra ~2 of the exceptional Lie 
group G2 of all automorphisms of the Cayley algebra. 
The usual proofs of this statement use the structure of the Lie algebra so(8) and the 
exponential map to SO(8) as is done in [5, pages 367-370] and [12, pages 187-191]. There 
is also a discussion in [11, pages 50-55] in the context of the Clifford algebra ssociated to 
7 2 R z and the quadratic form Ei=lXi, which algebra contains an isomorphic opy of 80(8). 
For a complete discussion in the context of Clifford algebras, see [7, pages 176-192]. 
In the approach presented here, we construct he universal covering roup Spin(8) of 
SO(8) as an explicit subgroup of SO(24) using the fundamental topological properties of 
the compact, connected Lie groups concerned, namely SO(8), SO(7), G2, and SU(2), their 
homogeneous spaces S 7 = SO(8)/SO(7) and G2/SU(2), and of course the properties of the 
Cayley algebra O - K s . A key ingredient in the argument is an algebraic lemma of Toda 
et al. [16] which is used to show that the action of a certain subgroup F1 is transitive on 
S 7, from which one deduces the topological fact that F1 is pathwise connected, hence is the 
universal covering of SO(7). This approach allows us to see clearly that F1 is one of three 
distinct copies of Spin(7), F0, F1,F2, embedded as subgroups of Spin(8), no two of which 
are conjugate, and Spin(8) contains acopy G2 of G2 such that G2 = FiNFj, 0 _ i ~ j _< 2. 
The universal covering A0 : Spin(8) --+ SO(8) restricted to Fo is the universal covering 
of SO(7), whereas for i = 1, 2, Ao maps Fi isomorphically onto a subgroup of SO(8) such 
that 
Ao(rl) n ~0(r2) = 02 × {±I}. 
We illustrate all of this in the following schematic diagram: 
1'o 
~0 
~0(r2) ao(r0) = so(7) 
Spin(8) -~  SO(8) 
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Here the element w0 E F0 generates the kernel of A0, w~ E F~ for i = 1, 2, and w0, wi, w2 = 
w0wi are the nontrivial elements of the center Z2 • 7/,2 of Spin(8) such that A0(wi) = 
A0(w~ ) = - I .  The arrangement shown for Spin(8) is its Dynkin diagram. 
In [17], Varadarajan uses representation theory to establish some general properties of 
the embeddings of Spin(7) in SO(S) and Spin(8). He shows for instance that in Spin(8) 
there are exactly three conjugacy classes of subgroups i omorphic to Spin(7) such that if 
Si and $2 are two such subgroups which are not conjugate then their intersection Si A $2 
is isomorphic to G2, whereas if Si and $2 are conjugate but distinct, then S in  $2 is 
isomorphic to Spin(6). 
One reason why the principle of triality is interesting is that it leads to the construction 
of the triality automo~hisms, "r and T 2, of the universal covering Spin(8); these are outer 
automorphisms of order 3 which do not commute with the outer automorphism P~of order 
2 obtained as the covering of the outer automorphism ~ of order 2 of SO(8) defined by the 
correspondence ~ : A ~ 7oAo7, where 7 is the 8 x 8 diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries 
are 1 followed by seven appearances of -1 and V o A denotes the group operation in the 
orthogonal group 0(8). As we shall see, r permutes the F~ cyclically while k interchanges 
Fi and D2 and leaves F0 pointwise fixed. These facts show that the group of symmetries 
of the Dynkin diagram of SO(8) is not commutative; indeed it is the symmetric group 
$3 of order 6 and is isomorphic to the quotient group of all automorphisms of Spin(8) 
modulo the subgroup of inner automorphisms. Among all of the classical and exceptional 
compact, connected, simple Lie groups, it is only SO(8) (of type D4) which has a Dynkin 
diagram whose group of symmetries i  not abelian. To quote ]~. Cartan: "Reste le cas du 
type D de rang 4 (groupe lin6aire d'une form quadratique non d~g~n~r~e  8 variables). 
Ce cas est le plus int~ressant." In [5] he goes further to present his results there in a 
geometric form, different only in appearance from his earlier discussion, and in doing so he 
states that the principle of duality of projective geometry is replaced there by a principle 
of triality; all of this is in the context of the conformal group in six dimensions with metric 
ds 2 = dxi dx4 + dx2dx5 + dx3dxs and two families of totally isotropic 3-dimensional ffine 
subspaces. For further details, see [2], [5, pages 370-374], [6, page 120], and [7, pages 
176-192]. 
A very general treatment in which the methods are algebraic and the groups are al- 
gebraic groups over arbitrary fields is given by F. van der Blij and T. A. Springer in [2], 
where they study the connections between algebraic triality and geometric triality (which, 
roughly speaking, relates points, spaces of one kind and spaces of another kind); in par- 
ticular, they show how results about triality may be found from octave algebras. A more 
complete treatment of these matters appears in the recent book by Springer and F. D. 
Veldkamp [14], where the groups Spin(8) are defined over arbitrary fields; triality plays 
a role in the classification of these groups. Over fields which are not algebraically closed 
(finite fields for example), triality leads to twisted forms of Spin(8); for all of this we refer 
the reader to [14] where there is an extensive list of references. The main results of the 
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present paper can be deduced from what appears in [14]; I would like to thank Professor 
Springer for this remark, for supplying these references, and for his comments in general. 
Here we work only over the real field and consider only Cartan's original formulation 
as stated above: Given A E S0(8), then there exist B, C • SO(S) such that A(x)B(y) = 
C(xy) for all x, y • O - ~s, where the pair (B, C) is unique up to sign. A step-by-step 
outline of the proof of this statement here is as follows: Let G = SO(8) x SO(8) × SO(8), 
the 3-fold direct product. A triality is, by definition, an element (A, B, C) • G such that 
A(x)B(y) = C(xy) for all x, y • O. The subset F of all trialities is a closed subgroup of G. 
The subgroup F contains three closed subgroups, F0, F1, ['2, defined by the equations A = 
g(B), B = C, A = C, respectively, where ~ is the outer automorphism of SO(8) given by the 
correspondence A ~+ 7oAo7, where 7 = diag(1, -1 , . . . ,  -1) • O(8). The correspondence 
k: (A, B, C) ~+ (n(B), n(A), n(C)) defines an outer automorphism of order 2 of F mapping 
F1 onto F2 and leaving fixed each element of Fo. The correspondence o- : (A, B, C) ~-+ 
(C, n(B), A) defines an outer automorphism of order 2 of F mapping F1 onto F0 and leaving 
fixed each element of F2. The composition "c= o-k: (A, B,C) ~ (n(C), A, ~(B)) is an 
outer automorphism of order 3 of F permuting the subgroups Fo, F1, F2 cyclically. The 
correspondence (A, B, C) ~+ C defines a homomorphism A0 : F -+ SO(8) with kernel of 
order 2 generated by wo = ( - I ,  - I ,  I). All of this is proved here using only the properties 
of the algebra O. The homomorphism X1 : F~ -+ S0(7) defined by the correspondence 
(A, B, B) ~+ A is the universal covering of SO(7); this assertion isproved using an algebraic 
lemma of Toda et al. [16] to deduce the topological fact that F1 is pathwise connected by 
showing that it is a principal bundle over S 7 whose structural group G2 is the pathwisc 
connected subgroup of F defined by A = B = C and isomorphic to G2. Thus each F{ 
is isomorphic to Spin(7). The union F1 U F0 generates a pathwise connected subgroup 
//10 of F which is mapped onto SO(8) by the homomorphism A0 : F -+ SO(8) given 
by the correspondence (A, B, C) ~+ C; the surjectivity of the restriction of Ao to H10 
is proved by using the fact that F1/G2 = SO(8)/SO(7) : S 7. The kernel of A0 is 
Z2 = {(eI, eI, I) : ¢ : =El} C F0 hence F = Spin(8). In particular, if A E SO(8) then 
there exists (C, E, A) e F hence (A, a(E), C) = o-(C, E, A) e F, i.e., A(x)B(y) = C(xy) 
for all x, y • O where B = a(E), as claimed. 
The passage from A to B is given here by the formula {=t=B} = AoTAol(A) and the 
passage from A to C is given by {+C} = A0o-Aol(A). Of course, explicit calculations 
may be made infinitesimally in the Lie algebra so(8) identified with the Lie algebra spin(8) 
of Spin(8) under the derivative dA0, using the derivatives dT and do-. As we remarked 
above, this is done in [5, pages 367-370]. 
Because we wish to emphasize the elementary nature of our approach, the discussion 
presented below goes into some detail, more than perhaps might seem otherwise necessary. 
In Section 1 we review what we use in the proof of triality, which proof appears in Section 
2. The last Section 3 contains ome further emarks concerning the constructions made in 
Section 2. 
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1. A Rev iew of  Some Fundamenta l  Facts 
Let 0 denote the nonassociative r al division algebra of Cayley numbers identified with 
]~s in the usual way as ordered pairs of quaternions (a, b) with the multiplication rule 
(a, b)(e, d) = (ac - db, da + bh) 
where ~ and d denote the quaternion conjugates. The Cayley conjugate of x = (a, b) is 
= (E,-b),  the norm Ilxll is given by Ilxl] 2 = x~ = (x,x) -- a~ + bb where (x,y)  = 
(x~ + y~)/2 denotes the standard inner product of x and y in ~s  and for all x, y in O we 
have xy = yx. The multiplicative identity of O is eo ~ (1, 0) -= 1 and the multiplicative 
inverse ofx ¢ 0 in O is x -x = 5c/[Ixl[ 2. We shall also use the theorem of Artin which states 
that any two elements of 0 generate an associative algebra isomorphic to a subaIgebra of 
the quaternions. 
The orthogonal group O(8) acts on O with isotropy group 0(7) = {A E O(8) : A(eo) = 
e0} at eo = 1. Furthermore, O(7) contains as a closed subgroup the exceptional Lie group 
G2 of all automorphisms of the algebra O. That G2 is a closed subgroup of 0(7) follows 
from the equation which defines G2, namely A(x)A(y)  = A(xy)  for all x, y e O. Indeed, 
let A e G2 then A(1) = 1 and if (x, 1) = 0 so that ~ = -x  ¢ 0 is purely imaginary, then 
x 2 = ( -~)x  = -llxl] 2 hence 
(A(x)) 2 = A(x  2) = -IIxH2; 
now let A(x)  = a + y where a is real and ~ = -y  ¢ 0, then 
(A(x)) 2 = a 2 + 2ay + y2 = a 2 _ ilyl12 + 2ay = -Ilxl} 2 
is real hence ay = 0, i.e., a = 0 so A(x)  = y and lJA(x)Jt = Ilyll = I1~tl which means that 
A E 0(7). Indeed, we shall show that G2 is a pathwise connected subgroup of SO(7). 
Let a = ao + al i  + a2j + a3k denote the general quaternion and define eight basis 
elements for O by writing 
eo = (1,0), el = (i,0), e2 = (j, 0), e3 - (k,0) 
e4 = (0,1), e5 = (0, i), e6 = (0,j), e7 = (0, k). 
These elements atisfy the following relations: 
e 2=-1  for i>0 ,  e~e j=-e je i  for iC j ,  i, j>0 ,  
e le2  : e3~ e le4  -~- e5~ e2e4 ~ e6~ e3e4 ~ eT, 
e le6  : - -eT ,  e2e5- -eT ,  e3e5 ~e6.  
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In particular, the three elements el, e2, e4 generate the algebra O and each automorphism 
A E G2 is completely determined by its action on the three basis elements el, e2, e4 which 
may be mapped to any orthonormal set ul, u2, u4 subject only to the condition that u4 be 
orthogonal to the product ulus. Now let S 6 denote the unit 6-sphere us -- -1  in 
Im O = {u E O : ~ = -u}  - ~7. 
It follows that the correspondence u ~ A(u) defines a transitive action of G2 on S 6, and the 
correspondence (ul, u2) ~ (A(ul),  A(u2)) defines a transitive action of G2 on the Stiefel 
manifold V7,2 of orthonormal 2-frames in ~7. From the fibration V7,2 = SO(7)/SO(5) 
we see that V7,2 is pathwise connected and has dimension 11 = 21 - 10. Although we 
do not use it, we remark that V7,2 is 4-connected. [Proof: V7,2 is the unit tangent 5- 
sphere bundle of S 6 and the exact homotopy sequence of this bundle is . . .  --+ ~rk(S ~) --+ 
71"k(V7,2) -'~ 71"k(S 6) --~ " ' ' .  As 7rk(S 5) = ~rk(S 6) = 0 for 0 < k < 5, we have Irk(VT,2) = 0 
for 0< k < 5.] 
The isotropy group at (el, es) of the action of G2 on V7,2 maps the 4-dimensional 
subspace spanned by ea, e5 = ele4, e6, -e7 : ele6 onto itself because it also fixes e3 : ele2. 
Multiplication by el - i defines a complex structure on this copy of R 4 and the action of 
the isotropy group at (el, e2) preserves the complex structure. It follows that the isotropy 
group may be identified with a subgroup of SU(2). But each element A in the isotropy 
group is completely determined by the vector A(e4), which may be any unit vector in the 
span of e4, eh, e6, e7, because l, e2, e4 generate O. In other words, the isotropy group is 
topologically equivalent to the unit 3-sphere hence it must coincide with SU(2). It follows 
that the quotient space G2/SU(2) may be identified with V7,2 under the map induced by 
the projection 
Gs ~ Vz,2 given by A ~ (A(el) ,A(es)) .  
This projection has a local cross-section, established as follows: For (ul, u2) E V7,2 near 
(el, e2) the three independent equations (ul, u41 = (u2, u4) = (ulus, u41 = 0 in the seven 
real unknowns u4 are put in row-echelon form and solved for u4 uniformly as a continuous 
function of (ul, u2), after choosing a suitable fixed value for the four independent real 
parameters; then the local cross-section (ul, u2) ~-~ A C G2 is defined by setting A(el)  = 
ul, A(e2) = us, A(e4) = u4. Thus, by [12, §12.4], Gs is a principal bundle over V7,2 = 
G2/SU(2) with structural group SU(2) and, therefore, the projection has the path-lifting 
property. As both the homogeneous space V7,2 = G2/SU(2) and SU(2) are pathwise 
connected, it follows that Gs is pathwise connected hence Gs C SO(7). It also follows that 
G2 is a 14-dimensional manifold. 
Now let (e0 ul u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 uT) denote the general 8 × 8 matrix in SO(7) where e0 
denotes the first column consisting of 1 followed by seven zeros and ui-1 denotes the i-th 
column for 2 < i < 8; then Gs is the algebraic submanifold of SO(7) defined by the seven 
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equations, 
U1722 : ?A3, Ul?A4 : ~25, U2U4 : ?26, "/~3~A4 : ~7,  
~17-t6 : --71,7, 722U5 = ?27, ~3725 : ?L6, 
where each ui is a Cayley number. As SO(7) has dimension 21, we see again that G2 has 
dimension 14. In particular, G2 is a pathwise connected 14-dimensional subgroup of S0(7). 
It is also true that G2 is 2-connected (this is obtained using the exact homotopy sequence 
of the fibration V7,2 = G2/SU(2), namely . . .  ~ 7rk(SU(2)) --+ ~rk(G2) --+ lrk(VT,2) ~ . . . ,  
and the fact that SU(2) and V7,2 are 2-connected), but we shall not use this. We shall, 
however, use the fact that each fundamental group ~r1(SO(7)) and ~r1(SO(8)) has order 2. 
Next, we show that i f  a is a Cayley number such that x(ya) = (xy)a for all x, y E O, 
then a is real, as follows. Let a = a0 + a t where a0 is real and a t is purely imaginary, then 
x(ya) = x(y(ao 4- at)) = aoxy q- x(yat) 
(xy)a -- (xy)(ao -b a') = aoxy q- (xy)a' 
so x(ya') = (xy)a' for all x, y C O. Now if a' ¢ 0, then we may set z = a'/lla'll and choose 
two purely imaginary orthonormal vectors x and y so that x, y and xy are orthogonal to 
z; this choice is made in the 6-dimensional orthogonal complement of z in R 7 -= Im O. 
Thus if a' ¢ 0 then the three purely imaginary orthonormal vectors x, y, z = a'/lla'l] would 
generate the algebra O; but this is impossible because we would have x(yz) = (xy)z, and 
O is not associative. It follows that a t = 0 so a = a0 is real, as asserted. We shall use this 
result in the proof of triality. 
Now we use the algebra O to recall explicit elements of SO(7) and $0(8). Let L and R 
denote the differentiable maps from the unit 7-sphere in O to SO(8) defined by writing, 
for each z e ST, Lz(x)  = zx and Rz(x)  = xz for all x E O. For each z E ST, L~ and R~ 
are elements of S0(8) and by the theorem of Artin, L~ -1 - L2 ,R[  1 = R~, Lz o Rz = 
RzoLz ,R~oLz  = L~oR~ E SO(7), and for a l lu  e S 6 we haveL  2 = R 2 = - I  and 
Lu o Ra = L~ o R~. For the sake of completeness we give an elementary proof of the 
following lemma, which we shall need. (See also [1, page 134, Theorem 3.22].) 
Lemma 1. The set {Lu o Ra : u e S 6} generates S0(7). 
Proof. For each u e S6,Lu o Ra(u) = u and if (v,e0) = (v,u) = 0 thenuv  = -vu  so 
Lu o R~(v) = uv~ = -v ,  i.e., Lu o Ra is the identity on the subspace spanned by e0 = 1 
and u, and is multiplication by -1  on the orthogonal complement of this subspace. Thus, 
i fu,  vES  6 and (u, v) = 0 then 
L~ o R~ o Lv o Rv(u) = -u  and L~ o R~ o Lv o Rv(v) = -v  
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hence Lu o R~ o Lv o L~ is a 180 ° rotation in the 2-plane spanned by u and v and leaves 
fixed each vector orthogonal to this 2-plane; let us call such an element of SO(7) a 180 ° 
rotation. It follows that the group generated by {Lu o Ra : u C S 6} contains all 180 ° 
rotations of •7 =Im O. But it is known that each element of SO(7) is a product of 
180 ° rot'~t-ions. [An elementary proof: Let u and v be orthonormal vectors in R 7 and 
let A be the rotation u' = (cos0)u + (sin0)v, v' = ( - s in0)u  + (cos0)v, A(w) = w if 
(w~u) = (w,v) = O. Choose and fix w0 satisfying IIwoll = 1, (wo,u) = (Wo, V) = 0. Let 
u" = (cos0/2)u + (sin0/2)v~n~t let B be the 180 ° rotation in the plane of w0 and u"; B 
maps u to -u '  and maps v to vq Let C be the 180 ° rotation in the plane of wo and u'; C 
maps -u '  to u' and leaves v' fixed hence C o B(u) = u', C o B(v) = v', C o B(wo) = wo 
and C o B(w) = w if (w, u) -~ <w, v) = (w, wo> = 0, i.e., A = B o C. The assertion ow 
follows from basic linear algebra.] Q.E.D. 
We shall also use the following: 
Lemma 2. The cubic map t : S 7 ~ S ? defined by t(z) = z 3 for all z C S 7 sends S 7 
onto itself and is a differentiable mbedding of an open disk neighborhood V of eo = 1 
onto the punctured sphere $7\{-1}.  There is, therefore, a well-defined cube-root map 
r : s7 \{ -1}  -+ v, r = t -1 I S7 \{ -1} .  
Proof. We give a simple description of t. For each point z C S 7, z ¢ ±1, write z = a ÷ u 
where a is real and u E Im 0, u ¢ 0. Let Cz be the great circle on S 7 passing through ±1 
and z with parametrization ~z(0) = cos 0 + (sin O)u/I]u H where ~z(00) = z for 0o = cos -1 a. 
By a straight-forward computation we see that ¢z(~)~(¢) = {z(0 +¢);  hence, with respect 
to Cayley multiplication, this great circle is a 1-parameter group on S 7. It is therefore 
invariant under t and we have t({~(~)) = ~z(30) for all 8. In particular, the restriction of 
t to ~ is a 3-fold covering of ~z whose only fixed points are 1 = ~z(0) and -1  = {z(~r). If 
u, v C S 6, u ¢ ±v, then the circles {u and {v have ±1 as their only points of intersection. 
Furthermore, 
s 7 = : e s e e 
hence t maps S ~ onto itself and is a differentiable embedding of the open disk 
Y = { ;~(e) :u  e S t  - , /3  < ~ <, /3}  
whose image is $7\{-1}.  In particular, for each z = cos0 + (sin0)u e S t \{ -1} ,  - r  < 
0 < ~r, u E S 6, we have t - l ( z )  = (cos0/3) + (sin0/3)u e V, as asserted. 
2. Six Closed Subgroups of 80(24)  and a Proof  of Triality 
The equation A(x)A(y)  = A(xy) which defines the subgroup G2 of SO(7) may be 
generalized, as follows. 
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DEFINITION. A triaIity is an element (A, B, C) of the direct product group SO(8) x SO(8) 
x SO(8) such that A(x)B(y) = C(xy) for all x,y 60.  
Lemma 3. If ( A, B, C) and ( A', B', C') are trialities, then the product (AoA', BOB', Co 
C') and the inverse (A -1, B -1, C -1) are trialities. 
Proof. For all x, y e O we have 
( C o C') (xy) = C[C' (xy)] = C[A' (x)B' (y)] = 
A[A'(x)]B[B'(y)] = (A o A')(x)(B o B')(y) 
hence (A o A', B o B', C o C') is a triality. Furthermore, for all x, y E (} 
C[A-l(x)B-l(y)] = A[A-I(x)]B[B-I(y)] = xy 
so A- l (x)B- l (y)  = C-l(xy), as claimed. 
Corol lary.  The set of all trialities is the closed subgroup of SO(8) x SO(8) x SO(8) defined 
by the finite system of equations: A(ei)B(ej) = C(e~ej), 0 < i, j < 7. 
As a consequence of this corollary, we may define the following five closed subgroups 
of SO(8) × SO(8) × SO(8). [Recall that n(A) = 7 o A o 7, where 7 is the 8 x 8 diagonal 
matrix d iag(1 , -1 , . . . , -1 ) ,  defines an outer automorphism of order 2 of SO(8) leaving 
fixed each element of SO(7).] 
DEFINITION. 
Fo -= 
F1 = 
F2 - 
F -- 
The group of all trialities of the form 
The group of all trialities of the form 
The group of all trialities of the form 
The group of all trialities of the form 
The group of all trialities. 
(A, A, A). 
(A,n(A),C). 
(A, B, B). 
(A, B, A). 
It is clear that G2 C F~ C F for i = 0,1, 2 and that G2 = F1 A F2 is isomorphic to G2. 
The main result is the following 
Theorem.  The group F is pathwise connected and the three correspondences 
A0: (A,B,C) ~ C, A1 : (A,B,C) ~ A, A2 : (A,B,C) ~ B 
define surjective homomorphisms Ai : F --+ SO(8) with kernels of order 2, {(eI, eI, I) : 
= ±1},  { (1 ,sLy1) :  s = +1} and {(s I ,  I ,~ I ) :  s = ±1},  respectively; hence r = Spin(8) 
and each Ai is a universal covering homomorphism. Furthermore, the correspondences 
~ : (A, B, C) ~ (n(B), n(A), n(C)) 
~ : (A, B, C) ~ (C, ~(B), A) 
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define outer automorphisms ~ and a of order 2 of Spin(8). In particular, ~ maps Fi onto 
F2 leaving fixed precisely the elements of Fo, and a maps Pi onto Fo leaving fixed precisely 
the elements of P2. The composition 
r = ~:  (A, B, C) ~ (~(C), A, ~(B)) 
is an outer automorphism of order 3 of Spin(8) permuting the subgroups ro ,F i ,  F2 cycli- 
cally. Each automorphism, ~;, rr, and T = a?~, leaves fixed every element of G2 = Fi N 
Fj, 0 _< i ~ j < 2. Moreover, each Fi is isomorphic to Spin(7) and the three restrictions, 
Xi = A i l F I  for i = O, 1, 2, are universal coverings of S0(7). 
Before proving this theorem we use it to establish the principle of triality in the 
Corol lary.  For each A E SO(8) there exist B, C E SO(8), unique up to sign, such that 
A(x)B(y)  = C(xy) for all x ,y  E O. In particular, {+B} = AOTAoI(A) and (±C} = 
AoaAoi(A) .  
Proof. By the theorem, Ao(F) = SO(8), hence there is a triality (C, E, A) E F from which 
we have the triality er(C, E, A) = (A, B, C) where B = ~(E), as required. If (A, B', C') 
were another triality then a(A, B', C') = (C', ~(B'), A) would be a triality such that 
Ao(C' ,~(B') ,A)  = A = Ao(C,E,A) .  
The kernel of Ao is {(zI, zI, I) : e = +1} hence C' = eC and ~(B') = EE so B'  = e~(E) = 
~B, z = =kl, as claimed. To express +B in terms of A, write 
AoTAol = AOT{(eC, e~(B), A): e = +1} 
= A0{(~(A), eC, eB) : e = +1} 
= {+B}, 
and for 4-C write 
AoaAoi(A)  = Aoa{(eC, en(B), A): z = +1} 
-- Ao{(A, ¢B, sC) :e  = =t=1} 
= {+C}.Q.E.D. 
Proof of the theorem. First of all, we consider the maps ~ cr, and v = ak, in that order. 
Let (A, B, C) E F then for all x, y E O, 
A(x)B(y) = C(xy) and xy -= yx 
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from which we have the calculation 
~(C)(xy) = 7 o C(~V) = 7 o C(~)  = 
7[A(9)B(~)] = B(~) A(9) = 
~(B)(x)~(A)(y) 
i.e., g (A,B,C)  = (~(B), ~(A), ~(C)) e F. Thus g defines an outer automorphism of 
order 2 of r .  Furthermore, if (A, B, B) e F1 then £(A, B, B) = (t~(B), ~(A), t~(B)) e F2; 
similarly g(F2) C F1 hence ~(F1) = F2. If (A, t~(A),C) E F0 then C e SO(7) because 
C(1) = A(el)~(A)(~I) = A(el )A(el )  = 1 hence ~(A,~(A) ,C)  = (A ,~(A) ,C)  because 
n(C) = C; thus g is the identity on Fo, as claimed. As for cr, let (A, B, C) E P then we 
have for all y # 0 and x = xy~/Hy{] 2 in O, 
C(x) = C(xyg)/]]yll 2 = d(xy)B(9)/l lyN 2 
where ]IB(~)I] = IlY]I so B(9) = B(~) -1Hyll 2 from which we obtain 
C(x)B(~) = A(xy),  
i.e., a(A, B, C) = (C, ~(B), A) • F hence a defines an outer automorphism of order 2 of 
F. If (A, B, B) • F1 then a(A, B, B) = (B, ~(B), A) • Fo, and if (A, ~(A), C) • F0 then 
~r(A, ~(A), C) = (C, A, A) • F1, so ~(F1) = Fo. If (A, B, A) • F2 then A(el)B(1)  = A(el)  
implies that B(1) = 1 so B • SO(7) and a(A ,B ,A)  = (A ,B ,A) ,  as claimed. A similarly 
straightforward calculation shows that r = ag has order 3 and permutes the subgroups 
Fo,F1,F2 cyclically. Furthermore, £ and a, hence ~- = ag, leave fixed each element 
(A, A, A) • G2. It is also clear that g and cr are outer automorphisms because ~ is an 
outer automorphism of SO(S). As r ( - I ,  - I ,  I) = (I, - I ,  - I )  it follows that T is an outer 
automorphism as well. 
Now that we have established the three symmetries £, a, and r -- ag of F, we turn our 
attention to the homomorphism A0. 
Lemma 4. The kernel of A o is {(eI, eI, I) : e = +1}, a subgroup of order 20 fFo .  
Proof. If A0(A, B, C) = C = I then for all x, y • O, A(x)B(y)  = xy hence for y # 0, 
A(xy)B(~)/lIyH 2 = (xy)~/llyN 2 = x 
so A(xy) = xB(9)-l]]yN 2 = xB(~) using the fact that HB(9)II = IlY]I. For x = 1 this 
implies that A(y) = B(9) for all y • O hence A(xy) -- xA(y) for all x, y • O. For y = 1 
we have A(x) = xA(1) for all x • O. It follows that 
(xy)A(1) = A(xy) = xA(y) = x(yA(1)) 
for all x, y • O which means that A(1) is real so A(1) = +1 and A(x) = +x for all x • O. 
Thus xy = A(x)B(y)  = +xB(y)  so B(y) = 4-y for all y • O. That is to say, if (A, B, I) is 
a triality, then A = B = +I ,  as claimed. 
To show that A0 is surjective, we need: 
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Lemma 5. For each u E S 6, 
(Lu,Ra,L~oR~) E Fo 
(L~ o Ra, L~, L~) E FI 
(Ru,L~, oR~,R~) C r2. 
Proof. Let u e S 6. For a l l x  E 0, a(Lu)(x) = "y o Lu o T(x) = ~ = x5 = Ra(x), 
i.e., a(L~) = R~ hence to Show that (Lu, Ra, Lu o Ra) E F0 it is sufficient o show that 
it is a triality, as follows. For all x, y C O we have the Moufang identity [9, page 144] 
u(xy)u = (ux)(yx) from which we obtain (using fi = -u ) ,  
Lu (x)na (y) = (ux)(y~) = u(xy)~ = Lu o Ra (xy) 
for all x, y E O, as claimed. We also have 
Lu o R~(x)L~(y) = (ux~)(uy) = u(xy) = Lu(xy), 
Ru(x)La o Ru(y) = (xu)(fiyu) = (xy)u = Ru(xy), 
where (uxfi)(uy) = u(xy) and (xu)(~yu) = (xy)u are Moufang identities [9]. It follows 
that (LuoRa, Lu, Lu) and (Ru, LaoRu, Ru) are trial±ties in F1 and F2, respectively. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 6. The correspondence (A, B, B) ~+ A defines a surjective homomorphism X1 : 
F1 -+ SO(7) with kernel Z2 = {(I, eI, eI) : e = i l } .  
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 1 and 5 that )/1 : (A, B, B) ~ A is a surjective homo- 
morphism. Now ( I , - I , - I )  E F1 and XI ( I , - I , - I )  = I, so the kernel contains Z2. On 
the other hand, suppose that x I (A ,B ,B)  = I for (A ,B ,B)  E F1; then A = I and for all 
x, y e O, xB(y)  = B(xy) .  In particular, xB(1) = B(x)  for all x e O. It follows that 
B(xy)  = xB(y)  -- x(yB(1)) and B(xy) = (xy)B(1), 
i.e., x(yB(1))  = (xy)B(1) for all x, y e O which means that B(1) is real. Thus B(1) = ±1 
hence B(x)  = ±x for all x E O so (A, B, B) -- (I, s I ,  s I)  where z -- ±1. Q.E.D. 
According to this Lemma 6, SO(7) ~ F~/{(I,  cI, sI)  : e = ±1}. The next thing to do is 
to show that F1 is pathwise connected, from which it will follow that X1 : F1 --+ S0(7) is 
the universal covering and F1 TM Spin(7). To do this we apply a variant form of a lemma 
of Toda et al., which we state as follows. 
Lemma 7. Let t : S T --+ S 7 be the map defined by t(z) = z 3 for all z C S T and let 
P l  : F1 --+ S T be the map defined by p l (A ,B ,B)  = B(1). Then, for each z E S 7, 
A(z) = (Lz o R~, Lz o R~, Lz o R 2) 
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is an element of F1, and the following diagram is commutative: 
S 7 e~- r, ~ G2 
t I ~ ~X1 
S T ~ SO(7) 
LoR-I 
where (L o R-~)(~) = L~ o R~ for all ~ ~ S 7. 
This lemma was first proved in [16] using the Moufang identities x(yz)x = (xy)(zx) 
and (y~)(xzx) = (yz)x (see [9, page 144]). For another proof, see [8]. 
By Lemma 2, t is surjective. It follows from Lemma 7, therefore, that pl is surjective 
because t = Pl o A. This means that the action of F1 on S 7, defined by (A, B, B) .  z = B(z) 
for all z 6 S T, is transitive because (A, B IB  ) • 1 = B(1) = pl(A, B, B). Furthermore, the 
isotropy group of this action at z = 1 is G2; we see this as follows. If (A, B, B) E F1 and 
B(1) = 1 then A(x) = A(x)B(1) = B(x) for all x 60  hence (A, B, B) = (A, A, A) 6 G2. 
Therefore S T may be identified with the homogeneous space F1/G2 as we see in 
Lemma 8. Let r : $7\{-1} -+ V be the cube-root map given in Lemma 2, then A o r : 
$7\{ -1}  --+ F1 is a local cross-section with respect o the projection map Pl : F1 --+ 
F1/G2 = S T, i.e., Pl o A o r(z) = z for all z 6 $7\{-1},  and therefore F1 is a principal 
bundle with group G2 over F1/G2 relative to the projection Pl. Furthermore, as S 7 = 
F1/G2 and G2 are pathwise connected, F1 is pathwise connected. 
Proof. Let w = r(z) so w 3 = z, thenp loAor (z )  = L~oR2(1)  = w 3 = z for all 
z E $7\{-1},  as claimed. It follows from this and [15, §7.4] that F1 is a principal bundle 
over F1/G2, hence Pl : F1 ~ F1/G2 has the path-lifting property which implies that F1 is 
pathwise connected because S 7 = F1/G2 and G2 are pathwise connected. Q.E.D. 
Now recall that by Lemma 6, SO(7) -~ F1/{(I, eI, eI) : e = :t:l}, so by Lemma 8, F1 is a 
pathwise connected 2-fold cover of SO(7) with r1(SO(7)) = Z2. It follows, therefore, that 
F1 is simply connected and X1 : F1 ~ SO(7) is the universal covering homomorphism. We 
remark that the fibration S T = Spin(7)/G2 was first established by A. Borel [3]. 
Next, consider the subgroup H of F1 generated by the set {(Lu o Ra, Lu, Lu) : u 6 S 6} 
(cf. Lemma 5). As X1 (Lu o Ra, Lu, Lu) = Lu o Ra it follows from Lemma 1 that X1 maps 
this subgroup onto SO(7) with kernel, according to Lemma 6, generated by (I, - I , - I )  = 
(L-1 o R - i ,  L - l ,  L - l )  6 H. Thus we have H/{( I ,  eI, e l ) :  e = ±1} = F1/{(I, eI, eI) : e = 
-4-1} = SO(7) which means that F1 is generated by the set {Lu o R~,, Lu, Lu) : u 6 $6}. 
Furthermore, using the automorphisms R and a, Lemma 1, and the calculations 
k(L~ o Ra, L~, n~) = (Ra, La o R~, R~) 6 F2 
a(Lu o Ra, nu,Lu) = (Lu,Ra, Lu oRa) 6 Fo, 
we have proved the following (compare for example with [10, page 122]): 
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Lemma 9. The subgroups Fo,F1 and F2 are generated by the sets {(Lu,Rc,,Lu o R~) : 
u 6 $6}, {(LuoR~,L~,Lu) : u 6 $6}, and {(R~,L~oR,~,R~) : u E $6}, respectively. Each 
group is simply connected and the homomorphisms 
Xo : ro -+ SOU), 
x~ : r l  --+ SOU), 
x2 : F2 ~ SOU), 
Xo: (A, n(A), C) ~ C 
X1 : (A,B,B)  ~ A 
X2 : (A, B, A) ~ B 
are universal coverings of SO(7). These homomorphisms are related as follows: X1 = 
xozlr l ,  x2 = xl~lr~ = xoTIr2. Furthermore, Xo -- A01ro. 
We are now prepared to show that r is pathwise connected and that Ao is surjective. As 
the Fi, i = 0, 1, 2, are pathwise connected, the subgroup generated by any two of them is 
pathwise connected. Let Hlo denote the pathwise connected subgroup of F generated by F1 
and Fo. By Lemma 9 the image Ao(Hlo) is generated by the set (Lu : u 6 S6}U{L~oR~ : 
v e $6}. We shall show that this set generates SO(8). Let C C SO(S). We have the 
fibrations 
S 7 = SO(S)/SO(7) = F~/G2 
so there is (A, B, B) e F1 such that C(1) = B(1) (see Lemma 7). Hence C = B o E where 
E = B - loc  E S0(7). ByLemma 1, SO(7) is generated by {LuoR~ : u E S 6} and 
by Lemma 9 the element B is in the subgroup of S0(8) generated by {Lu : u 6 $6}. It 
follows that C = B o E is in the subgroup generated by 
s°} ,  {Lo o s°}, 
which subgroup, because C is arbitrary, is therefore all of S0(8), as asserted. It follows 
that Ao(F) = Ao(Hlo) = SO(8). But Fo contains the kernel {(~I, eI, I) :e = +l} of Ao 
SO 
SO(8) = F/{(eI ,¢ I , I ) :  ¢ = +l} = glo/{(eI,  sI, I ) :¢  = +l} 
and F = Hlo is pathwise connected. It follows that Ao : F --+ SO(8) is the universal 
covering so we may write F = Spin(8), as claimed. Moreover, A1 = Aoc~ and A2 = ~AoT 
are also universal coverings. 
It remains to show that G2 = FoMFi  for i = 1,2. If (A,B,C)  6 FoNF1,  then 
(A, ~(g), C) = (A, B, C) = (A, B, B) where A E 80(7), so (A, B, C) = (A, A, A) e G2- 
If (A,B,C)  e Fo ~ F2 then (A,~(A),C) = (A,B,C) = (A,B,A)  v$here B 6 SO(7) so 
B = ~(A) = A hence (A, B, C) = (A, A, A) 6 G2. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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3. Concluding Remarks  
In these remarks we refer implicity to the diagram appearing in the introduction. 
Remark 1. The outer automorphisms a and T of Spin(8) generate a group of order 6 
isomorphic to the symmetric group on three letters. They satisfy the relations T2 = ~a = 
a~'a. The elements of Spin(8) left fixed by a and ~- are precisely those lying in G2. Indeed, 
if 
(A, B, C) = a(A, B, C) = (C, ~(B), A) 
then A = C, and if in addition 
(A, B, C) = T(A, B, C) = (~(C), A, ~(B)) 
then A = B hence A = B = C, i.e., (A, B, C) - (A, A, A) E G2 as asserted. 
Remark 2. The covering homomorphisms Ao, A1, A2 : F ~ SO(8), where A1 = Aoa and 
A 2 --~ ~;AOT , give three nonequivalent representations of Spin(8) on IR s. These representa- 
tions are not equivalent because they do not agree on the nontrivial elements of the center 
{(1, I, I), ( - I ,  - I ,  I), (I, - I ,  - I ) ,  ( - I ,  I, - I )}  ~- Z2 • Z2 of F. The kernels of A1 and 
A2 are {(I, eI,  6I) : e = ±1} and {(eI, I, eI) : ~ -- ±1}, respectively, whereas the kernel of 
Ao is {(eI ,  eI ,  I )  :e = ±1}. Thus A1 and A2 are the two spin representations. 
Remark 3. The covering homomorphism Ao maps F1 and r2 isomorphically onto the 
subgroups SpinL(7) = Ao(F1) and Spin~(7) = Ao(F2) of SO(S), respectively, because 
the intersection of Fi with the kernel {(sI ,  eI,  I )  : ~ = ±1} is {( I , I , I )}  for i = 1,2. 
SpinL(7) is generated by {L~ : u E S 6} and SpinR(7) is generated by {R~ : u C $6}. 
The outer automorphism ~(A) = 7 o A o 7 of order 2 of SO(S) maps SpinL(7) onto 
SpinR(7) with ~(L~) -- R~, and leaves fixed each element of SO(7) = Ao(Fo). Indeed, ~ is 
covered by k, ~A0 = Ao~, and is the only one of the outer automorphisms a, ~, ~- which 
descends by way of Ao to SO(8). Furthermore, (I, - I ,  - I )  E F1 and ( - I ,  I, - I )  C F2 so 
- I  = Ao (I, - I ,  - I )  = A0(- I ,  I, - I )  is an element of SpinL (7) NSpinR(7), where - I  ~ G2. 
It follows that 
G2 x {±I} C SpinL(7) M SpinR(7) 
where {±I} is the group generated by - I .  On the other hand, if A C SpinL(7) M SpinR(7) 
then A = A0(C, A, A) for unique (C, A, A) E F~, whereas A = A0(A, B, A) for a unique 
(A ,B ,A)  e F2. The kernel of Ao is {(eI,  eI,  I) : e = ±1} hence (C ,A ,A)  = (eA, eB ,A)  e 
F1 where e = ±1, implying that C = ±A; if C = A then A E G2 whereas if C = -A  then 
-A,  A, A) e F1 so for all x, y e O,-A(x)A(y) = A(xy) ,  hence 
( -A (x ) ) ( -A (y ) )  = -A(xy)  for all x ,y  e O, 
Le., ( -A , -A , -A )  E G2 so -A  E G2. It follows that 
SpinL(7) n SpinR(7) = G2 × { i I}  
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so the intersection of the simply connected subgroups SpinL(7) and SpinR(7) has exactly 
two components in SO(8). We mention that there is an error in the statement Spin+(7) N 
Spin-(7) = G2 of Proposition 3 on page 193 of [12], where Spin + (7) and Spin-(7) are the 
standard notations for Spinn(7) and SpinR(7), respectively. In the notation there, the error 
in the proof lies in the false conclusion that 01 = 0 = 02 if 01(x)O(y) = O(xy) = 0(x)02(y) 
for all x, y E O (for example, 01 = 02 = -4  = I is possible). As we have seen, however, 
we do have 
r~ n r2 = G2 
in Spin(8). 
Remark 4. Notice that according to Lemma 7 
A(z)= (LoR -1 ,LoR 2 ,nor  2 ) (z )eF1  for all zeS  7 
hence, as ,~(Lz o R~) = R~ o Lz and ~(Lz o R~) = R~ o L 2, 
k(A(z))= (R - loL  -2 ,R - loL ,n  - loL  -2)(z) EF2 for all zeS  7. 
Now consider the loop on S 7 based at z(0) = z(1) = e0 and defined by 
z(s) = eo cos 2rs + el sin 2~rs for 0 < s < 1; 
it passes through z (½) = -e0. Define a loop a :  [0, 1] --+ SO(8) based at a(0) = a(1) = I 
by writing 
(LoR 2)(z(s)) if 0_<s< g 
a(s )= (R - loL  -2 ) (z (1 -s ) )  if ½ <s<l .  
For 0 < s < ½, a(s) E SpinL(7); a (½) = - I  is in both SpinL(7) and Spin/~(7); for 
1 5 < s < 1, a(s) E SpinR(7); and from Lemma 7 we see that a(s) ~ G2 if and only if 
s = 0, ½, 2, 1. With respect o the covering A0, this loop lifts to the path & : [0, 1] --+ 
Spin(8) given by 
{ (LoR-1 ,LoR2,LoR2) (z (s ) )  if O<s< ! 
21 
l<s<l .  &(s) ( -n  -1 oL  -2 , -R  -1 on,  R - loL  -2) (z(1 - s)) if 
For 0 < s < ½,&(s) e F1, &(0) = (I, I, I), & (½) = ( I , - I , - I ) ,  and 5(1) = ( - I , - I , I ) ,  
so 5 is not a loop which means that the homotopy class of c~ generates ~r1(SO(8)) -~ Z2. 
In particular, the loop ~;(_a(s)) = a(1 - s) is homotopic to a(s). Now define the path 
/~: _[0, 1] --4 F1 by writing/3(s) = 5~(s/2) for 0 < s < 1. This path goes from/~(0) = (I, I, I) 
to ~(1) = ( I , - I , - I )  and with respect o X1, it covers the loop 
13(s) = XI(~(s)) = xl(hl(s/2)) = (no  R-1)(z(s /2)) ,  0 < s < 1, 
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in SO(7) based at (L o R-1)(z(0)) -- (L o R -1) (z (½)) -- I. It follows that the homotopy 
class of the loop fl = Xd3 generates lr1(SO(7)) ~- Z2. The inclusion SO(7) C SO(8) 
induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, ~h(SO(7)) -~ Ih(SO(8)), as we see from 
the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration S 7 = SO(S)/SO(7), namely 0 = ~r2(S 7) --+ 
~h(SO(7)) --+ ~h(SO(8)) -+ lh(S T) = 0. It follows that the loops a and fl are homotopic 
relative to the base point I in SO(8). The loop a represents a nontrivial element of the 
fundamental group of the union, A0(F1) U A0(F2), of simply connected subgroups, which 
union is therefore not simply connected. These conclusions are illustrated in the following 
diagram. 
(I, - I ,  ,(fi ' - I ,  I)r  
(d(/tl 2I, I) 
SpinL(7) S0(7) 
SpinR(7) 
Spin(8) -~  SO(8) 
Remark 5. Borel [4] showed that the cohomology with integer coefficients H*(G2, Z) has 
two generators, h3 E H3(G2, Z) and hn E Hn(G2,  Z) with h3 4 = 0, such that H*(G2, Z) 
is the weak direct sum of cyclic subgroups generated by the four elements of infinite 
order 1, h2, hn,  hah11 and by the elements of order two h 2, ha . Furthermore, by using the 
fibration S 7 = Spin(7)/G2 he concluded that G2 is not homologous to zero with either 
integer coefficients or coefficients modulo a prime in Spin(7). There is a simple way to see 
this geometrically as follows. 
First of all, we show that the map A of Lemma 7 is a topological embedding of S 7 in F1 = 
Spin(7). Indeed, if A(z) -- A(w) for z, w E S 7 then z = i z  o R-; l(z) = L,~ o R~,l(z) = wz~ 
so zw = wz  hence 1, z, w must lie in a 2-dimensional subspace (because the quaternions 
are not commutative). Pick u E S 6 so that z = cos g + u sin 0 and w = cos ¢ + u sin ¢, then 
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choose v E S 6 so that (u, v) = 0 hence uv = -vu .  We have 
Lz o R~ (v) = (cos O + u sin 0) v (cos 0 + u sin O) 2 
= (v cos 8 - vu sin 0) (cos 20 + u sin 20) 
= v(cos(-0) + u sin(-6)) (cos 28 + u sin 20) 
= v(cos 0 + u sin 0) 
~-  VZ.  
By a similar calculation we obtain L~ o R2(v )  = vw; hence A(z) = A(w) implies that 
vz  = vw so z = w and A is one-to-one, as asserted. [It follows from [16] that the homotopy 
class of A generates rrr(Spin(7)) - Z.] 
In particular, by Lemma 7 we see that A embeds the boundary 6-sphere ODr(lr /3) of 
the closed 7-disk 
Dr(u /a)  = {cose + us ine  : u e 0 °6, -~r/a < e < re/3} 
as a homology 6-cycle in the fiber 
p; - * ( -1 )  = 
a coset of G2. By Poincar6 duality H6(G2,Z) -~ HS(G2,Z). But H*(G2,Z) is spanned 
as a Z-module by 1, ha, h2, h3, h11,h3hl l  so H6(G2,Z) ~ HS(G2,Z) = 0. It follows that 
there is a 7-chain c7 in p~-l(-1) with boundary c3cr = AODr(rr/3) in the sense of homology 
with integer coefficients. Thus ADr(rr/3) - cr is a 7-cycle with integer coefficients in F1. 
By Lemma 8 we see that this 7-cycle intersects the 14-cycle p~-l(1) = G2 in exactly one 
point, in a smooth and regular fashion. This means that the intersection umber of these 
cycles is +1. By Poincar6 duality, therefore, both cycles are not homologous to zero in 
F1 hence define nonzero elements in the integer homology of F1 = Spin(7). We see that 
G2 = XI(G2) is not homologous to zero in SO(7) as well by lifting into Spin(7). Moreover, 
no cycle in G2 can bound in Spin(7) unless it already bounds in G2, and the rational 
cohomology ring of Spin(7) is the tensor product of the rings of S T = Spin(7)/G2 and G2; 
these are consequences of general properties of Lie groups going back to H. Samelson [13]. 
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